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Introduction

This campaign front is designed to introduce pulp sci-fi elements (crashed starships, laser 
weapons, extraterrestrial beasts, invading alien armies) into a pulp fantasy setting (swords, 
sorcery, dungeons, dragons.) 

Some elements are loosely inspired by the classic Dungeons & Dragons module “Expedition to
the Barrier Peaks”.

Whenever possible, sci-fi elements should be described from a fantasy perspective. 

That's not a crashed starship you've found – it's an iron fortress that fell from the sky.

That's not a computer screen showing code – it's a black mirror covered in emerald runes.

Those aren't robots shooting lasers – they're animated suits of armour throwing red flame.

That's not a scout shuttle coming in for landing – it's a black chariot descending from heaven.

Etcetera.

Description

The Xrept Empire has colonized much of the galaxy, hollowing out worlds and converting 
them into industrial wastes, factories to keep their war machine going. 

As trophies of their conquest, the Xrept keep a giant zoo ship with one prized alien beast from 
each planet they've conquered.

But one day, a Xrept pilot rebels and steal the trophy ship. After a chase that leaves the ship 
badly damaged, the rebel pilot makes a mad hyperspace jump into uncharted space and 
crashes the ship onto a strange, backwards-seeming little planet. 

While this world's technological development is arrested in the Dark Ages, it's also filled with 
powerful magic beyond anything the Xrept have ever encountered. 

The crash of the trophy ship starts a mad scramble as everyone from the highest king to the 
lowest scoundrel attempts to send scouts to the mountains to reach the spaceship first, 
determine what it is, and salvage anything useful from it.

Meanwhile, the Xrept scour every inch of the galaxy, desperate to find their trophy ship. 



And of course, if they find new worlds to conquer in the process, all the better...

As the Xrept advance, the Ebelux Empire panics at the strange goings on in the sky. Desperate
to stave off a threat they don't fully understand, the Ebelux Empire begins preparing for war...

Cast

Lieutenant Kern
• The space pilot in charge of the Xrept trophy ship
• Has soured on the Xrept's colonialist expansion through the galaxy
• Lover of big scary space monsters, doesn't want to contribute to their captivity anymore
• Alive but wounded inside the crashed trophy ship
• Can become a valuable ally for the adventuring crew
• Or can become a prisoner of Ebelux, forced to provide military intel on the invading 

Xrept

Commander Gort
• Leader of the Xrept advance scouts
• Mean and sort of dumb, but ruthless and tactically canny
• Could eat a half-orc barbarian for breakfast

Emperor Ebelux
• A boyish king wearing too-big robes
• A vain ruler who only inherited the throne when his much wiser father died in the past 

few years
• Sees the invasion of the Xrept as an opportunity to consolidate his power by uniting the

realm against an external threat

Elder Yara
• An elder female priest in black robes, with tangled grey hair threaded through beads
• The Emperor's right hand and advisor in all matters arcane
• Some of the Emperor's other advisers find her unsavoury and worry she may be 

influencing Ebelux's decisions through supernatural means
• Views the invasion of the Xrept as an excuse to finally experiment with dark magicks 

that had been forbidden her before.

Stakes

Can the players stop their world from being colonized by the Xrept?
Can the foolish king be stopped from abusing magic to advance his agenda?
Which is more dangerous: an invading army from without or a paranoid ruler from within?
Can advanced science and advance magic coexist? Or must one stamp out the other?



Danger The Xrept The Ebelux Empire

Type Wandering Barbarians (In 
Space!!)

Misguided Good

Grim Portents
(chain of events that will 
naturally occur if the 
player does not 
intervene) 

1. The trophy ship's distress
signal is triggered or the 
attention of the Xrept is 
drawn by powerful magic
(can be triggered by 
militia of magic users 
gathered by Ebelux) 

2. Mysterious lights appear 
in the sky

3. The Xrept's scouts take 
over the capital city

4. The Xrept build a 
hyperspace anchor in the 
capital city

5. The Xrept war fleet 
arrives.

1. Ebelux sends his scouts to the 
fallen star
2. Ebelux begins forming a 
militia of magic users
3. Ebelux imposes martial law in 
the kingdom
4. Guards go door to door, 
requisitioning all magical items
5. The Ebelux Engine is finished 
and activated in order to put an 
arcane shield around the entire 
realm – and it malfunctions 
horribly. 

Impending Doom
(end world-states if 
players are unable to stop
all five grim portents 
from unfolding)

Tyranny 
The Xrept colonize the planet, 
enslaving people in all major cities. 
At first, Xrept forces can be largely 
avoided so long as you stick to small
villages or the wilds.

Rampant Chaos 
The Ebelux Engine shifts the 
kingdom into a parallel realm where
basic laws of reality are broken – 
some areas have come unstuck in 
time, with events “repeating” or 
running in reverse. In other places, 
undead creatures roam across the 
land.

Moves • Embrace internal chaos
• Assault a bastion of 

civilization 
• Change direction 

suddenly 
• Overwhelm a weaker 

force 
• Perform a show of 

dominance 
• Abandon an old home, 

find a new one 
• Grow in size by 

breeding or conquest 
• Appoint a champion 
• Declare war and act 

upon that declaration 
without hesitation or 
deliberation 

• Attack someone 
directly (with a gang or 
single assailant) 

• Attack someone by 
stealthy means 
(kidnapping, etc.) 

• Absorb or buy out 
someone important

• Influence a powerful 
institution (change a 
law, manipulate 
doctrine) 

• Establish a new rule 
(within the 
organization) 

• Claim territory or 
resources 

• Negotiate a deal 
• Observe a potential foe 

in great detail




